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On the millennium bridge over river thames, an unknown artist imagines animals and birds with discarded 
chewing gums. 

street performer in a yoda mask defies gravity in front of the national gallery.

busking is common on the squares of London city and at the tube stations. Passers-by often request their 
favourite numbers.

rain and umbrellas loom large in London even on a sunny day, as in this spray-painted mural on a shutter in camden. 

skating is not just a pastime, but a social activity doing which you get to hang out with your neighborhood friends. the city is full of such skating rinks.music concert on a weekend in trafalgar square, interstingly against the backdrop of renovations. 

Friends,  families,  pets, drinks and games at clapham Park.  

soho is the epicentre of theatre, jazz and nightlife in London. it is also popular as a site for public protests. 

While the interior of the tate modern gallery is full of masterpieces, the scenes outside are no less amusing. 
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Walking around London is a cultural experience even if one is ignorant about the 
history of the immediate surroundings. A purposeless stroll exposes one to the 
energy levels of the city, and makes one familiar with a range of peculiar visual 
and material delights. 

While in this part of the world, we are constantly busy privatising everything in 
our supposedly secure corners of gated colonies, the advanced urban spaces on 
the contrary have always focused on populating the public spaces with activities 
and spectacle. Streets, pavements, parks and squares are hubs of things happen-
ing. People are socialising, playing, lazing around, performing, getting intimate 
and more importantly living a life out there in the open, and adding a lot of buzz 
to what constitutes a civic, colourful, urbane sphere. 

London Life 


